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Abstract

In a previous work (Sichman et al. 1994), we presented
the fundamental concepts of a social reasoning mech-
anism, which enables an agent to reason about the
others using information about their goals, actions,
resources and plans. In this paper we fwst place our-
selves as an external observer to analyse the possible
coupled outcomes of the social reasoning mechanisms
of two different agents. We show that in some par-
ticular cases, different inferred dependence situations
imply that the agents’ mutual representations are in-
consistent at an agency level. Then, we detail our
analysis in a particular case where the agents have the
same plans (and believe in that), showing that some
particular coupled outcomes can be explained either
by incompleteness or incorrectness of mutual repre-
sentation. In order to do that, we extend our previons
model by introducing the notion of goal situation. Fi-
nally, we conclude by showing that these properties
may be detected by the agents themselves if we sup-
ply them with an internal mechanism which enables
them to manipulate the outcomes inferred both by
their own social reasoning mechanism and by those
of the others, whenever these latter are obtained by
communication.

Introduction
In some previous work, we have designed (Sichman et
al. 1994) and implemented (Sichman ~z Demazeau
1994b) a social reasoning mechanism, to be used as
a component of an agent’s internal model. This
mechanism is based on Social Power Theory (Castel-
franchi 1990), using the concept of dependence re-
lations (Castelfranchi, Micelli, & Cesta 1992). The
main cognitive assumption adopted by our approach
is that dependence relations can explain some social
behaviours as cooperation. In other words, even if
agents are to be considered autonomous (in the sense
that they operate without direct intervention or guid-
ance of humans, as described in (Wooldridge & Jen-
nings 1994)), it is not reasonable to suppose that they
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are also auto-su.~icient. By auto-sufficient, we mean
that an agent can perform all the actions and has con-
trol over all the resources needed in a plan in ordex
to achieve a goal he is committed to. If two or more
non auto-sufficient agents are committed to achieve a
same goal, and each of them needs the other(s) to per-
form a certain action needed in a plan that achieves
this goal, one can explain why cooperation arises.
This approach is slightly different from the ones based
on game theory, like (Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee 1993;
Rosenschein & Zlotkin 1994). In these approaches,
agents are homogeneous and auto-sufficient, and they
decide to cooperate with the others either to maximize
their expected utility or to minimize harmful interfer-
ences, due to goal conflicts. We instead consider het-
erogeneity as a ground basis for cooperation.

Analysing human agents, auto-sufficiency is clearly
an exception. In order to justify our approach, let
us consider a very simple example of a PhD student
that has committed himself to the goal of making his
inscription in the university. Even if he may construct
or gather a plan to this goal (for instance, obtaining
and filling the appropriate forms), he can not sign the
agreement field, which is to be signed by his advisor.
He is therefore dependent on his advisor to achieve this
goal. On the other hand, we may consider that the
advisor has also the same goal (for instance, because
the student is a good one, and the advisor needs his
help in his research team). In this way, we can better
explain why the advisor cooperates with the student,
by signing the agreement field.

Dependence situations may also be used as a decision
criterion for choosing partners in a multi-agent system
(Sichman ~z Demazeau 1994a). If an agent needs 
certain action to be performed by another one, and
believes that two other ones can perform this action,
he should prefer the one, for instance, who he believes
that also depends on him for the same goal (mutual
dependence), as in this case his chances of obtaining
a cooperative bchaviour from the latter are higher. A
more detailed discussion of the relations between some
social behaviours, like cooperation and exchange, and
dependence may be found in (Conte& Sichman 1995).
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By using our social reasoning mechanism, an agent
is able to infer his dependence relations and depen-
dence situations regarding the others. This reasoning
mechanhnn is carried out using a data structure which
we have called e~ernal description, where information
about goals, actions, plans and resources of all agents
are stored. An external description is composed of sev-
era] entries, each one corresponding to one particular
agent. Every agent in the agency has his own private
external description.

However, in our previous work, as we were inter-
ested in analysing the impacts of such a mechanism in
the internal structure of an agent, we have assumed an
hypothesis of external description compatibility, which
means that the mutual external descriptions entries of
two agents are equal. In other words, we have consid-
ered all the information an agent has about the others
as complete and correct. This is obviously not the gen-
eral case, if we assume that the means by which an
agent may acquire this information about the others,
like perception and communication, may be erroneous.
If we consider that perceptual mechanisms may lead to
errors or that agents may cheat (for instance, commu-
nicating that they are able to perform an action when
they can not), our initial hypothesis does not hold any-
more. We call agency level inconsistency the fact that
two agents have different external description entries
regarding each other.

In the next section, we briefly recall the main few
tutus of the social reasoning mechanism. We show then
how we can detect agency level inconsistency by plac-
ing ourselves as an external observer. We detail our
analysis in a particular case where the agents have the
same plans (and believe in that), showing that some
particular coupled outcomes can be explained either
by incorrectness or incompleteness of mutual represen-
tation. In order to do that, we extend our previous
model by introducing the notion of goal situation. We
discuss next how an agent could exploit this agency
level inconsistency by using a reflective internal mech-
anism. Finally we present our conclusions and further
work.

The Social Reasoning Mechanism

As we have said in the introduction, our social reason-
ing mechanism is based on dependence relations, and
those are inferred by the agents by using their e:~ter-
hal descriptions. Let us very briefly recall its main
features, more details may be found in (Sichman et
ai. 1994). We have defined three different notions of
autonomy: a-autonomy, r-autonomy and s-autonomy.
Intuitively, an agent is a-autonomous/r-antonomous
for a given goal, according to a set of plans if there
is a plan that achieves this goal in this set and every
action/resource needed in this plan belongs to his ac-
tion/resource set. An agent is s-autonomous for a given
goal if he is both s-autonomous and r-autonomous
for this goal. If an agent is not autonomous, he de-

pends on others for achieving the considered goal. We
have also defined three different notions of dependence:
a.dependence, r.dependence and s-dependence. Intu-
itively, an agent a-depends/r-depends on another one
for a given goal, always according to a set of plans, if
there is a plan that achieves this goal in this set, he
is not a-antonomons/r-antonomons for it and at least
one action/resource needed in this plan belongs to the
other agent’s action/resource set. An agent s-depends
on another one for a given goal if he either a-depends
or r-depends on the latter for this goal.

In this point, we would like to stress that our social
reasoning mechanism allows an agent to infer depen-
dences relations aceording to a particular set of plans.
This means that an agent may use the plans he be-
lieves another agent has to exploit possible dependence
relations/situations. Let i, j and k be variables denot-
ing agents, g and g’ denoting goals. Therefore, if i
infers aute(i,g,k) (reap. depe(i,g,k)), this must be
interpreted in the following way: i believes that he is
a-autonomous (reap. a-dependent) for goal g and this
inference was done using the plans that i believes that k
has for goal g , i.e., the plans which are in his external
description entry of agent k.

However, this flexibility of the model, which enables
an agent to use any set of plans in order to infer his
possible dependences, is limited in practice: we have
assumed that any agent uses first his own set of plans,
and only in the case where he infers a dependence, he
may use the plans which he believes the agent he de-
pends on has in order to estimate if this latter is also
aware of this dependence. On the other hand, an agent
may also ca]culate the possible dependences of the oth-
ers on him, and he can finally calculate for a given goal
g, and for each other agent j which is the dependence
situation relating them for this goal. The algorithm
for calculating the dependence situations (Sichman et
al. 1994) is presented in figure 1. In order to calculate
the dependence situations, we have considered only a-
dependences.

In our model, we call mutual dependence a situation
where i infers that he and j a-depend on each other for
the same goal g. On the other hand, we call reciprocal
dependence a situation where i infers that he and j
a-depend on each other, but for different goals g and
gs.

Let us consider two agents i and j, and let us suppose
that the reasoning agent is i. If i infers that he is
not a-autonomous for a goal g, there are six different
dependence situations which may hold between i and
j, represented in figure 1:

1. Independence: using his own plans, i infers that he
does not a-depend on j for goal g (IND(i,j,g));

2. Locally Believed Mutual Dependence: using his own
plans, i infers that there is a mutual dependence
between himself and j for goal g, but he can not
infer the same result using the plans he believes that
j has (LBMD(i,j,g));
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Figure I: Dependence Situations

3. Mutually Bdieved Mutual Dependence: using his
own plans, i infers that there is a mutual depen-
dence between himself and j for goal g- Moreover,
using the plans he believes that j has, he infers the
same mutual dependence (MBMD(i, j, g));

4. Locally Believed Reciprocal Dependence: using his
own plans, i infers that there is a reciprocal depen-
dence between himself and j for goals g and g’, but
he can not infer the same result using the plans he
believes that j has (LBRD(i,j,g,g’));

5. Mutually Believed Reciprocal Dependence: using his
own plans, i infers that there is a reciprocal de-
pendence between himself and j for goals g and
g’. Moreover, using the plans he believes that
j has, he infers the same reciprocal dependence
(MBRD(i,j,g,g’));

6. Unilateral Dependence: using his own plans, i infers
that he a-depends on j for goal g, but according to
these plans this latter does not a-depend on him for
any of his goals (UD(i, j, g)).

Detecting Agency Level Inconsistency
In this section, we want to show that in some par-
ticular cases, if two agents infer different dependence
situations s, their external descriptions are not com-
patible, i.e. there is an agency level inconsistency. In
order to do this, we need to place ourselves as an ex-
ternal observer to analyse the social reasoning mech-
anism of these agents. We have adopted Konolige’s
deduction model of belief (Konolige 1986) to define 
class of belief operators B~ with an interpreted sym-
bolic structures approach (as described in (Wooldridge

SRegarding each other, and for a same goal g.

& Jennings 1994)) for their semantics: Bi¢ means that
¢ belongs to i’s belief base.

We are assuming that every agent uses the same al-
gorithm presented in figure 1 to calculate these depen-
dence relations and situations. Therefore, the use of
the belief operator Bi expresses specifically that the
external description used to infer dependence relations
and dependence situations was that of agent i, since
this is the only parameter that may change. First
of all, let us recall our hypothesis of external descrip-
tion compatibility: Ezte(i,j) means that agents i and
j have the same external description entries of each
other. Using this definition, we have proved the fol-
lowing interesting theorems:

B~MBMD(i, j,g) ^ -~BjMBMD(j, i,g)~-,Eztc(i, 
B, MBRD(i, j, g, g’) ^ "~Bj MBRD(j, i, g’, g) ~ -~Extc (i, 
BiLBMD(i, j,g) ^ BjLBMD(j, i, g) ~-~Ext~ (i, j)
BiLBRD(i, j, g, g’) ^ BjLBRD(j, i, g’, g) ~’~Ext~(i, 

The proofs are quite simple, and may be found in
(Sichman 1995). As an example, if i infers a MBMD
between himself and j for a certain goal g, this means
that he believes that (i) both of them have this goal
and at least one plan to achieve it, (ii) there is 
action needed in this plan that he can perform and j
can not perform, and (iii) there is aa action needed 
this plan that j can perform and he can not perform. If
we assume that our hypothesis of external description
compatibility holds, these properties are preserved in
the other agent’s external description.

We represent in table 1 these results. An "xxx"
means that there is an agency level inconsistency. This
table is not meant to be complete, but it illustrates
some cases that may be exploited.

Goal Situations
In order to enhance our model, we have defined an-
other primitive notion, called goal situation. This no-
tion relates an agent to a certain goal, where one of
the following cases hold:

¯ NG: the agent does not have this goal in his goal set
(-~isg(i,g));

¯ NP: the agent has this goal in his goal set, but does
not have any plan to achieve it (-~hasv(i,g));

¯ A UT: the agent has both this goal and a set of plans
to achieve it, and according to one plan in this set, he
is a-autonomous for this goal, i. e., he can perform
this plan alone;

¯ DEP: the agent has both this goal and a set of plans
to achieve it, but according to any plan in this set, he
is a-dependent for this goal, i. e., he can not perform
any plan alone.

Formally, we have:

NG(i, g) ~. ",isa(i, 
NP(i, g) ~, iss(i, g) A ",hasv(i, 
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I]’D-SIT II ,
[ agent i U IND [ UD I LBRD I LBMD ] MBRI) ] MBMD

I IND XXX XXX

II UD XXX XXX

!l LBRD XXX XXX XXX

LBMD xxx m m

MBRD XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

MBMD XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Table 1: Agency Level Inconsistency

AUT(i, g) ¢~ aug.(i, g, 

DEP(i, u) dep.(i, g, 
Using this new notion, an agent calculates first his

goal situation regarding a certain goal, using his own
plans. In the case where he is dependent, he will cal-
culate his dependence situations regarding the others.
This notion was already taken into account and im-
plemented in our previous model, but we find more
elegant to make this notion explicit.

Incomplete and Incorrect Beliefs

Up to this point, all we know is that under some cir-
cumstances, when two agents infer different depen-
dence situations relating one another for a certain goal,
their respective external description entries are not
compatible. We would like to investigate now what
sort of incompatibility really exists.

For simplicity, let us consider that the plans of the
agents are the same and both of them know the plans
of each other. In this way, locally believed dependences
(either mutual or reciprocal) will not be inferred. 
will concentrate in the analysis of agency level incon-
sistency regarding the actions that each of the agents
may perform. We will denote by dep_on(i, j, g) the fact
that i depends4 on j for goal g.

Let us recall once more that the core notion of our so-
cial reasoning mechanism is dependence, meaning that
agents may need and offer actions (to be used in a plan)
to one another. When an agent i infers dep_on(i,j,g),
his interpretation of this formula is: I believe that ! de-
pend on you in order to achieve goal g because there is
an action needed in a plan to achieve this goal which 1
can not perform, and which I believe that you can per-
form. Let us call this action a needed action. Suppose
that agent j can not perform this action. This will lead
to an agency level inconsistency. In other words, agents
may have false beliefs regarding their needed actions.

Analysing the other way round, when the same agent
i infers dep_on(j, i, g), his interpretation of this formula
is: I believe that you depend on me in order to achieve
goal g because there is an action needed in a plan to

4Hereafter, we will use the terms depend/autonomous
as synonyms of ~lepend/a-auto~omous.

achieve this goal which I can perform, and which ! be-
lieve that you can not perform. Let us call this action
an offered action. Suppose now that agent j can per-
form this action. This will also lead to an agency level
inconsistency. In other words, agents may also have
incomplete beliefs regarding their offered actions.

We have implicitly adopted an underlying hypoth-
esis: agents know what actions they can or can not
perform, but believe what actions the others can or
can not perform. Using beliefs to model the repre-
sentation of the others seems a reasonable assumption,
since we suppose that the means which an agent has to
acquire information about the others may be incorrect,
as explained in the introduction.

o ............................ ¯

~¢~u t AFar/

FN~

...... ......

...... ......
FO~

............................. ¯

...... ......
i0~

Figure 2: False and Incomplete Beliefs

We will represent respectively by FNi, FOi, INi

and I0~, the fact that agent i has a false belief re-
garding a needed/offered action or an incomplete belief
regarding a needed/offered action, as shown in figure
2. In this figure, considering agent i, needed actions
are represented as circles and offered actions as trian-
gles. We have also simplified the representation of the
agents’ external descriptions. We will also represent
the fact that an agent i has a false belief regarding a
goal of the other by FG~.

First of all, let us now propose some examples to
clarify the kind of results we expect to obtain. Suppose
that age and oga have the external descriptions shown
in table 2.
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gAit g ~ I A~tion.
Hag’ II o, Iag2 II g~ I ’~

External description

I P’" II
Ig= :-al0,a=0- II

as :=a,0,a=0. II
of agent agt

II Agent II Go~ I A~om

ling’ II g, I --
lag = II g’ I a=

External description
I~1 := a|()’a20" 

g, :ffi al0,a20. If
of agent ag2

Table 2: A First Example

Clearly, agent agt infers a MBMD between them for
goal gz and ag2 infers IND. This case is explained be-
cause ag2 has an incomplete belief of the needed action
az. He does not believe that agz can perform az, and
this was the hypothesis upon which he has not inferred
a MBMD as well.

Let us now suppose that agz and ag2 have the ex-
ternal descriptions shown in table 3.

U Agent II ooaxe I Action8 1 p]a~s II
II aa, II gz I az [ gt ::a,O,a’~O. II
fla~ II g’ I a~ I~’~:=a’O,a=O-II

External description of agent agz

II Agent II ~ [Acti°ns I Plans II
,, .o, l,,.:o,ll o II.ll[a~ I1 g~ i -- g,:=a~ ,a2 ¯

External description of agent ag2

Table 3: A Second Example

Once again, agent ayz infers a MBMD between them
for goal gz, but this time ag2 infers a UD between them.
As agent ag2 does not believe that he can perform a2,
he has nothing to offer to agt regarding gz. Regarding
agl’s social reasoning, this case is explained because
agl has a false belief of the needed action a2. He be-
lieves that ag2 can perform a2, which is not true.

Finally, let us suppose that agz and ag2 have the
external descriptions shown in table 4.

Once again, agent agz infers a MBMD between them
for goal gz, but this time ag2 infers a MBKD between
them. As agent ag2 believes that agz can perform a~,
he has nothing to offer to ag: regarding gz, but on the
other hand, he believes that agz depends on him for
g2 (because of as). This time, it is ag~ who has false
belief of an offered action a~.

We have tested all possible coupled outcomes of the
social reasoning mechanism of two agents. For each of
them, we have propo~d and analysed several exam-
pies in order to detect which false/incomplete beliefs
always appeared in the same coupled outcome, and

g A~nt II Goakl Actiom--I .......... Plans il
ag, .q| al g, := a, 0, a20.

g2 := a,(),a,0.
ag2 gl G2 gz := az0,a=0.

g= G8 g2 := a,0,as0.J
External descripti(m of agent agz

U Agent Jl Goals I Acfiow I Plans II
agz gl al o, := a~(),a2().

g2 a2
g,

:= a,0,a~0.
ag2 gl G2 :=a:0,a20.

g2 a3 :ffi a, 0,as().
External description of agent ag2

Table 4: A Third Example

which were dependent of a particular example being
analysed. Then, for each coupled outcome, we have re-
tained the intersection of all examples, i.e. those prop-
erties which have appeared in all of them, and which
therefore seem to be related to the coupled outcome.
A summary of our results is presented in table 5. In
this table, we represent the possible coupled outcomes
of the social reasoning mechanism of two agents agz
and ag2 regarding the goal gz (in the case of reciprocal
dependence, we will consider the other goal as g2). We
would like to discuss some interesting results:

1. We have obtained in some cases, i.e. cells (3,5), (4,6),
(5,3) and (6,4) incomplete beliefs of needed actions.
This result is very interesting from a social science
perspective: regarding the cells (5,3)/(6,4), agl
believes that he does not depend on ag2 for gz/g2,
he will never start an interaction, and ag2 will not
do it either, as he is autonomous for gz/g2. So, there
is a situation where ag2 has social power on agt and
possibly neither of them will ever detect this fact.
The same conclusion holds for cells (3,5)/(4,6), 
in this case it is agz who has social power on ag2;

2. A second interesting result can be observed in cells
(5,8), (6,9), (8,5) and (9,6). In these cases, 
the agent who has detected IND is not aware that
he depends on the other, like the previous case, ei-
ther the one who has inferred a MBMD/MBRD has
an incomplete belief regarding an offered action (he
believes that the other depends on him which is not
true). If it is the case that the agent who has inferred
IND has an incomplete belief, this situation, how-
ever, may be eventually detected, differently from
the previous case. This detection may occur if the
other agent who has inferred either a MBMD or a
MBRD starts an interaction in order to achieve his
own goal;

3. A similar conclusion may be made regarding cells
(7,8), (7,9), (8,9), (8,7), (9,7) and (9,8). 
cases, either the agent who has detected a UD (or 
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ag2 NG AUT DEP
G-SIT/D-SIT gl 9a IND UD MBMD MBRD,...,

gl
an] (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ,,(8)

II
,, ,,,

g! (1)
NG F~

e, (~) F~
g, (3)

AUT
IN2 Io2

~(4) io2

g~ (5) INl INSV

IND
io2

e~ (e) IN’ IN’v
iss

DEP UD g, (7) ÷ FO’V FO’V
FN~ FN~

MBMD
!0’ I0~ V FN’V

e, (s)
FG’ FN’V

IN2 FO¯ FO~

MBRD gz,g2(9) FG" I0’ I0’ V FN’ V FO’ V
IN2 FO2 FN2 ¢,

i

where ~b -- (FO’ ^ FO") V (FO’ A FN’) V (FO~ ^ FN’) v (FN’ ^ z)

Table 5: Coupled Outcomes of Social Reasoning Mechanisms

MBRD in cells (8,0) and (9,8)) has a false belief 
garding an offered action (he believes that the other
does not depend on him, which is not true), either
the other one has in this case a false belief regarding
a needed action (he believes that he depends on the
other, which is not true);

4. Regarding cells (7,7) and (9,9), one may notice
that the formula ¢ is not trivial, and this may
be explained by the fact that there are two differ-
ent propositions that are inconsistent at the agency
level: dep_on( i, j, g) and dep_on(j, i, g). Each agent
infers one of these formulae but not the other one,
and as a result we have four different possibilities for
the truth value of these formulae;

5. In cells (1,8), (2,9), (8,1) and (9,2), the agent 
has inferred either a MBMD or s MBRD believes
that the other has the goal gx/92 in his list of goals,
which is not true;

6. In cells (3,8), (4,9), (8,3) and (9,4), the agent 
has inferred either a MBMD or s MBED has an
incomplete belief regarding hk offered actions;

7. Another point to be stressed is that we have ob-
tained agency level inconsistency in some coupled
outcomes, like the case UD and UD, represented in
cell (7,7) which were not represented in table 1. This
is due to the fact that we were assuming that both
agents have the same plans and are aware o~ it. In
the general case, represented in table 1, the agents
may have different plans, and therefore their exter-
nal description entries of each other may be compat-

.

ible even if they both infer a UD;

This last point, however, is not true for cell (9,9).
Let us stress the fact that the case of MBRD in-
ferred by both agents in table 1 does not cor-
respond to cell (9,9) in table 5, because in the
latter ag2 infers MBRD(ag2,agz,gz, g2) and not
M BRD(ag~, agl, g~, gl), which would be consistent.
The situation printed in table 5 corresponds effec-
tively to an agency level inconsistency.

Updating the Others’ Representation
The results obtained in the last section are encourag-
ing, in the sense that they enable us to construct a
model where an agent himself may detect and reason
about agency level inconsistency. Obviously, an agent
does not have access to the external description of the
others, as these are private data structures. Neverthe-
less, one must remember what a social reasoning mech-
anism was designed for: to enable social action. This
means that whenever an agent needs help from the oth-
ers, he will use this mechanism and send a proposal o/
cooperation or exchange. When the receiver compares
the message he has received with the goal/dependence
situation he has inferred by his own social reasoning
mechanism, he can use the theorems presented in the
last section in order to detect and reason about agency
level inconsistency.

Aa an example, referring to table 3, let us consider
that gx corresponds to translating a book from French
to Portuguese, al corresponds to translate it from
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French to English and a~ from English to Portuguese.
Suppose that the agents are Mike and Aldo, and Mike
sends the following message to Aldo: let’s translate
this book, I’ll do the Frenoh/English part, OK¢.

By receiving such a message, as Aldo confirms that
Mike can translate the book from French to English,
and detecting a UD by his social reasoning mechanism,
he may infer that Mike believes that he can translate
the book from English to Portuguese.

In order to do this, an agent must have an inter-
nal mechanism which reasons about the result inferred
both by his own social reasoning mechanism and by
those of the others, these latter obtained by communi-
cation. In a certain sense, this means reasoning about
its own internal mechanisms. This is a very interesting
research topic by its own, known as computational re-
flection, which was investigated mainly by the object
oriented programming community (Ferber 1989). Let
us imagine now that Aido answers to Mike the follow-
ing sentence:I’d like very much to help you, but how
can I do it? I do not speak Portuguese.:

An interesting question arises here: should Mike re-
move from his external description the fact that Aldo
speaks Portuguese? By receiving this message, Mike
needs to process a belief revision. Some work has been
done in the last years both in theoretical models for
multi-agent belief revision (Galliers 1991; Gaspar 1991;
Dragoni 1993) and in models and implementations
of distributed truth maintenance systems (DTMS)
(Mason & Johnson 1989; Huhns & Bridgeland 1991;
Malheiro, Jennings, & Oliveira 1994).

Like (Martins & Shapiro 1988; Dragoni 1993) , 
consider belief revision as a process composed of vari-
ous steps: (i) detection of a contradiction, (ii) finding
its culprit(s), (iii) deciding which context (a consistent
belief set) is going to be maintained, and (iv) disbelief
propagation according to the chosen decision. Truth
maintenance systems do not address the third point
(like numerical data fusion algorithms which use clas-
sical control theory (Crowley & Demaseau 1993)), 
in this sense they may be viewed as one component of
a belief revision process. For example, in (Mason 
Johnson 1989; Huhns & Bridgeland 1991), as agents
are benevolent by assumption, whenever an agent re-
ceives aa information from another one who is respon-
sible for it, he automatically incorporates this new in-
formation. In (Malheiro, Jennings, & Oiiveira 1994),
agents do not decide what information to maintain if
they detect a contradiction between a same proposition
both externally and internally justified, this question
is addressed to the user.

In our particular case, the procedure of truth main-
tenance itself is quite simple, say obvious: we need to
change an entry in the external description. We must
also reactivate the social reasoning mechanism in or-
der to take into account this new information, and this
may be done in a procedural way. We are currently in-
vestigating a decision mechanism to enable aa agent to
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choose which information about the others to retain,
based on a partial order of all the possible external de-
scription’s input sources. We intend to use dependence
itself as a criterion for classifying input sources. Let us
suppose that another agent, John, tells Mike that Aldo
can not speak Portuguese. This is obviously weaker as
information if it were the case of Aldo informing this
fact by himself: first, because Aldo is better informed
about his own capabilities that any other agent. Sec-
ond, and here we have a very interesting point, maybe
that John is not cooperative at all regarding the two
other agents. He may be a competitor, who also wants
to translate the same book, and therefore wants to
avoid that anybody else does it before himself. In this
case, the information given by Aldo is more credible
than the one given by John.

Conclusions and Further Work

In this work, we have shown that some coupled out-
comes of the social reasoning mechanisms of two differ-
ent agents imply agency level inconsistency. We have
analysed a particular case and have shown that this
inconsistency can be explained either by incomplete-
ness or incorrectness of needed and offered actions. We
have also discussed how this inconsistency may be ex-
ploited internally by the agents, which may lead them
to a process of belief revision. In our framework, we
have assumed that agents know which actions they can
or can not perform and believe what actions the others
can or can not perform.

One advantage of our method to detect inconsistency
is that the global communication flow is diminished,
compared with direct inspection, since this detection
can be made when one receives a proposal of coopera-
tion or exchange. On the other hand, approaches using
DTMS can not be used in open multi-agent systems,
since the attribution of agents’ responsibilities for cer-
tain classes of propositions can not be made at design
time.

We claim that our social reasoning mechanism may
be applied with other models of dependence which do
not use directly the notions of actions or resources.
An interesting alternative notion is that of roles, as
described in (Berthet, Demasean, & Boissier 1992). 
role is defined as s functional description of an agent’s
particular behaviours. Roles are played using basic ac-
tions. In an alternative formulation of dependence,
an agent could depend on another because the other
can play a role that he needs. This approach may en-
able agents to teach the others some roles that they
are not currently conscious that they may play. In a
certain sense, this is what some researchers in the ma-
chine learning community call learning from instruc-
tion (Michalski, Carbonell, & Mitchell 1983). As 
example, suppose that the same set of basic actions
which a robot can perform enables him to play two
roles, cleaning and painting walls. If he is not aware
that he can paint (because he was designed for clean-
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ing walls), our social reasoning mechanism may enable
a second robot to tell him that the same set of ba-
sic actions can be used for painting as well. This is
what was called the incoherence problem in (Berthet,
Demaseau, & Boissier 1992), in addition to other in-
teresting situations depicted as the clone, competition
and information problems. Such an approach enlarges
our framework, as we consider that agents may not
have complete knowledge about the roles which they
can perform, and therefore may learn from the others.
We intend to investigate this point in the future.
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